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FOREWORD

Oceanic volume reverberation can adversely affect the performance of Navy sonars. Small swimbladder-

bearing fish are the primary cause of this reverberation at ship sonar frequencies. This report describes a new

acoustic model of a swimbladder-bearing fish. This model is an improvement over previous models and should be

of value in future volume reverberation studies.

This report was originally a dissertation submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Ph.D. degree

in acoustics at the Catholic University of America.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A new model of a swimbladder-bearing fish has been developed in order to provide improved predictions of the

resonant frequency and acoustic cross section of such a fish. The model consists of a small spherical shell in

water, enclosing an air cavity which supports a surface tension. The shell is a viscous, heat-conducting Newtonian

fluid, with the physical properties of fish flesh. A comparison of the results obtained with the new model to

experimental data indicates that the new model constitutes a definite improvement over previous models. The new
model can predict the high values of damping and elevated resonant frequencies that previous models could not.

The model appears to be most accurate for fish in which tension in the swimbladder wall has a minor effect on

resonant scattering. This includes the fish which are of interest in studies of volume reverberation and therefore,

the new model should be of considerable value in such studies.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Volume Reverberation

When sound is propagated in the ocean any inhomogeneities in the medium will scatter a portion of the

sound incident upon them. This scattered sound is termed volume reverberation. If volume reverberation levels

are high, the operation of an active sonar can be adversely affected. Specifically, high reverberation levels can

mask an echo reflected from a particular target of interest.

During World War II, researchers studying sonar echo ranging at the University of California Division of War

Research (UCDWR) discovered that volume reverberation levels were usually vertically stratified. Layers of

high reverberation, on the order of 1 00m thick, were found, usually within the upper 1 ,000 m of the water column,

extending over large geographic areas of the Pacific Ocean [1 ,2]. Other researchers subsequently found such

layers in other oceans [3,4]. These layers came to be known as deep scattering layers (DSL). In addition, it was

found that these layers frequently rose to shallower depths around sunset and descended around sunrise. This

gave rise to the hypothesis that deep scattering layers were caused by biological organisms, which were known

to undergo diurnal vertical migrations [5].

The great difference between the acoustic impedances of air and sea water causes an air bubble to be a

much more effective scatterer than other objects of comparable size [6]. This fact led Marshall to examine the

possibility that small mid-water fish which contained air-filled swimbladders were the cause of DSL [7]. His study

strongly implicated such fish as major components of DSL. The primary scattering mechanism was considered

to be swimbladders which could resonate in the fundamental, or volume pulsation, modewhen insonified at the

proper frequency. Subsequent research by Hersey and co-workers displayed the frequency dependence of

reverberation levels and provided further qualitative proof that resonant scattering by swimbladder-bearing fish

was the major cause of volume reverberation in the ocean [8-11]. The study of volume reverberation in the world

ocean has continued (for example, see reference 1 2) and it is now generally accepted that swimbladders of fish

are the predominant scattering mechanism in most geographic areas. However, it has not been until very

recently that quantitative comparisons between fish distribution data and acoustic volume reverberation data

have been made.

The fundamental volume reverberation parameter is the back-scattering coefficient of a unit volume of

ocean, M, which is the ratio of the scattered intensity at a unit distance from the unit volume, l
s , to the

incident intensity, lj, [13],

M = ls /li . (1-1)

If it is assumed that the scattered signals add incoherently [13], then M can be defined in terms of the scatterers

as n

M = 4WI°.'
(l
"2)

where n is the number of scatterers in volume V and a, is the ratio of scattered power to incident intensity of the

jth scatterer. a is called the acoustic cross section of the scatterer.

Although M is the fundamental parameter, the quantity which is most often utilized in any discussion of

volume reverberation is the scattering strength per unit volume, Sv , which is M expressed in decibels.

Sv = 10 log M . (I-3)

Sv is often simply called scattering strength [14].

In any acoustic measurement of volume reverberation, Sv is obtained basically from the equation

Sv
= 10log(ls /I i

). 0-4)

The determination of I, and l

s
is relatively straightforward and acoustic measurements of Sv are fairly routine.

However, if a determination of Sv is to be made from the distribution of scatterers, the equation employed is

n

S
*
= 10log hnV£ ai ]-

°"5)

L
i=i



The difficulty in making quantitative comparisons between acoustic measurements of volume reverberation and

the distribution of swimbladder fishes lies in the determination of both n and o,. The determination of the number

of fish and the species, size and swimbladder size of each is strictly a biological problem which will not be

considered here. However, the difficulty of this problem is not to be minimized. Given the size and swimbladder

size of an individual fish, calculation of o is also difficult, due to the complex structure of fish.

Simplified models have been developed in order to estimate o near resonance for an individual fish. These

models are based on the premise that only the swimbladder is a significant contributor to o near resonance.

Experimental evidence [15] shows, in fact, that this is so, whereas, at frequencies much higher than the

resonant frequency, the swimbladder and the body of the fish contribute about equally to o [16].

Experimental evidence indicates that the existing models have some shortcomings. After a review of the

models and the experimental data, it will be the purpose of this report to develop an improved model

of resonant scattering from an individual swimbladder-bearing fish in order to eliminate or at least decrease

the shortcomings of the existing models.

Existing Models

A swimbladder is essentially just an air bubble within the fish, so that the simplest acoustic model of a

swimbladder fish is an ideal spherical air bubble having the same volume as the swimbladder. The

frequency of the fundamental mode of resonance of a small ideal spherical air bubble in water was

determined by Minnaert [17] to be

2a2 = 3Yaf^
(
,.6)

Pow

where 0) is the circular frequency of resonance, a the equilibrium bubble radius, P the ambient pressure, ya

the ratio of specific heats of air, and p^ the density of water. The acoustic cross section of a small ideal

spherical air bubble in water is [18]

4na2
. ,

where to is the insonifying frequency and c^ is the sound velocity in water. The limiting factor on these

equations is the size of the bubble, which is limited to values such that (coa/cJ«l.

For a small real air bubble in water, the above equations for co and a remain the same, except that the

term (o^a2/^2
) in equation I-7 is replaced by d2

[18]. d is an unspecified damping constant which includes

the effects of heat conduction, surface tension, viscosity, and other processes.

Devin [19] studied the damping at resonance of real air bubbles in water. He found that the damping

constant at resonance, 5, was the sum of three damping processes: thermal damping, 5th ,
viscous

damping, 5vis , and radiation damping, 5rad ,

5 = 5rad + 5V1S
+ 5

th
. (I-8)

5 is defined such that, at co = a> , d = 5. Devin determined the values of 5rad , 6vis ,
and 5

th ,
for bubbles of the

size which are of present interest, to be

cona

Cw
d-9)

5UIS
= 4t1s"

,
(1-10)

VIS M^
6„

_3(Ya-1) Co-^2 V' (HI)
a V 2co p0aCpa /

where n, Sw is tne shear viscosity of water, Ka is the thermal conductivity of air, p0a
is the density of air, and c

Pa



CHAPTER II

A NEW MODEL

The Model

The purpose of this report is to improve the equations which are presently utilized to predict the

resonant frequency and acoustic cross section of a swimbladder fish, in order to facilitate the correlation of

acoustic and biological volume reverberation data. A new model for a swimbladder fish is proposed and the

appropriate equatbns developed for it. The model consists of a small spherical shell, enclosing an air cavity,

in water. The shell is chosen to be a viscous, heat-conducting Newtonian fluid, with the physical properties of

fish flesh, and the interface between the shell and the cavity supports a surface tension.

The shell is insonified by a harmonic plane compressional wave whose wavelength is large compared to

the shell diameter. For convenience, the center of the shell will be taken as the origin of the coordinate system

and the wave will travel in the positive direction along the z-axis. Spherical coordinates (r, 6, <p) will be used

to describe the field, where r is the distance from the origin, 6 the polar angle and cp the azimuthal angle.

Since the problem is axisymmetric, 9/3cp = 0.

Acoustically, fish flesh may be considered to resemble soft rubber. In such a substance, shear waves are

much less important than transverse waves and the substance can be closely approximated by a viscous fluid.

Modelling fish flesh as a viscous liquid has advantages over modelling it as an elastic solid with a complex shear

modulus. Specifically, exact equations (Navier-Stokes) exist for the motion of viscous fluids, whereas a

phenomenological approach is required if a complex shear modulus is utilized.

The body of a fish which surrounds its swimbladder will cause an increase in stiffness over that of a free

bubble. It is assumed that most of that increased stiffness in concentrated in the swimbladder wall and may be

modelled by a surface tension at that interface. Unlike an elastic modulus, swimbladder tension may be under

the fish's control and could account for otherwise unexpected variations in resonant frequency.

Limits and Physical Properties

Several limits will be placed on this model. These include limits on applicable depth, frequency, and size

ranges. The depth range of interest is from the surface to 1 ,000 m, which corresponds to an ambient

pressure of 106 to 108 dynes/cm2
. The frequency range is 100 Hz to 40 kHz, which corresponds to a circular

frequency, a), of 2n x 102 to 8n x 104 rad/sec. The fish size range is 1 cm to 1 m. This roughly corresponds

to an inner shell radius, a, of 1
0-

< to 5 cm. (Appendix A contains a discussion of swimbladder volumes.) The

ratio of outer shell radius, b, to a is 2.5 < b/a < 6 for small fish and 2.5 < b/a < 3.2 for large fish. Two further

limitations will be that 6 x 102 cm/sec < coa< 2.4 x 10" cm/sec and that cob< 7 x 104 cm/sec.

In addition to swimbladder size, the surface tension at the swimbladder wall must be specified. For small

fish,

102 dyne/cm < s < 106 dyne/cm

and for large fish,

102 dyne/cm < s < 109 dyne/cm.

The rationale for this choice of ranges is discussed in Appendix A.

Several other parameters must also be specified. These include the velocity of a compressional wave

(sound velocity), c; density, p ; specific heat at constant pressure, c
p ; ratio of specific heats, y; thermal

conductivity, k; shear viscosity, ns ; and bulk viscosity qb ; for air, sea water, and fish flesh. Subscripts a, w,

and f will be utilized to indicate the properties of air, sea water, and fish flesh, respectively. For convenience,

a viscosity parameter, E„ is defined as

5 = fins, + n bf
OH)

The parameters are listed in Table 1, for a temperature of 10°C and, unless specified, a pressure of one

atmosphere (106 dyne/cm 2
). The properties of air were obtained from references 42 and 43 and those of

sea water from reference 44. The properties of fish flesh are discussed in Appendix A.



Table 1 — Physical Properties

Air Sea Water Fish Flesh

c, cm/sec 3.3 x 104 1.50 x 105 1.55 x 105

p ,
gm/cm2 1.3 x 10 3 (at 1 atm) 1.026 1.050

1.3 x 10- 1

(at 100 atm)

Y 1.40 1.01 1.01

cP'^rc 0.24 0.93 0.89

K'^TiiU 5.5x10- 1.34x10- 1.32x10-

r| s>
poise 1.8 x 10-4 1.4 x 10 2

£, poise 1 to 104

Preliminary analysis of the new model indicated that considerable simplification resulted, with virtually

no loss of accuracy, if several approximations were made concerning the physical properties. The first

approximations were that yw = y, = 1 . Secondly, since K^a K
t
»K

a , it was assumed that any heat generated

in the air is rapidly conducted away, so that the temperature in fish flesh and water is constant. Thirdly,

since n.sf>>rlsw>>rlsa. ^ was assumed that n.Sw = Hsa = °-

One further assumption which greatly simplifies the problem is made in this model. As discussed in

Chapter I, only the fundamental, or zeroth mode of oscillation will be considered.

Formulation of Equations

The first step in the determination of the resonant frequency and acoustic cross section of the new
model is the determination of the proper wave equations in water, fish flesh, and air. The wave equations

are determined from the basic equations of motion as given by Hunt [45], generally following the method
discussed by Epstein and Carhart [46]. The basic equations are the continuity equation,

-|£ + V • (pfj) =
; (II-2)

the equation of conservation of momentum,

p 4r = - P(u • V)u - VP + ^V(V-u) - risV x (VxG) ;
(II-3)

o t

the equation of conservation of energy,

pcv (
-|I- + u • VT) +

P(Cp

p

"°
v) V + V • q cp v = ; (II-4)

and the equation of state,

P = p(P,T)
;

(H-5)

where p is density, t is time, u is a velocity vector, P is pressure, c„ is specific heat at constant volume, T is

absolute temperature, (3 is the coefficient of thermal expansion, "q is a heat conduction flux vector,

q = -kVT ,

(H-6)

and cpv is a viscous dissipation function.



Equations 11-2 through 11-5 are linearized by assuming that

= + u, ,
(11-7)

P = Po + Pi . (II-8)

T = T + T,
, (II-9)

and
P(p,T) = Po(PoJo) + p

i -
(l'- 1 0)

where the subscripts and 1 refer to the average and perturbation values of the parameters, respectively.

The first-order equations are

3PL + Po(V" u,) = , (11-11]
3 t

Po "^t
= " VPl + ^(VUi) _ n 5

Vx(Vxu
1 ) , (11-12)

PoCv -IJ
1 + Po

(Cp

rj

°v) v - "i - kV2T
i
=

,
(H-13)

since cp v is of second order [45], and

V a Po i
T

V 8To K
1

^

(11-14)

It has been assumed that T„ = T
1vv
= and that Yf = Yw = 1 - Hence, in fish flesh, equations 11-11 through

11-14 are

^f + MV'U,) = ,
(H-15)

o l

|^ = - VP, + $V(V • Q,) n s,V x (Vxu,)
,Pof 3t

= -VK"i + WV'Q,) - n.s
(

VX(VX Ul ) ,

(
||. 16)

p" " (-T&),
P

'
'

"M7)

These equations are the same in water, with the exception that the viscosity is set to zero. The isothermal

compressibility, KT , is defined as

= _L / 9Po \ (H-18)K _ 1 / dpp \
Kt " "p7 l~3P7~>)t

and the adiabatic sound velocity, c, as

02 =
-9k-

(IM9)

Since Y = Yw = 1. equation 11-17 is

P, (II-20)

c,

and equation 11-15 is

p,
< c(2

4^ + PcC^V-u,) = .
(M-21)

According to Helmholtz's theorem [47], the 0, vector field can be represented in terms of a vector

potential A and a scalar potential Q such that



u, = V x A - VQ ,
1

(II-22)

with V • A = , (II-23)

so that V • 0, = - V 2Q , (H-24)

and 7x0, = - V2 A . (II-25)

Thus, equations 11-21 and 11-16 become

p 0f
c

(

2 V 2 O = -|£- (H-26)

and

Po, -|f(V x A) - n Sf
V x (V 2 A) = - VP, - Z,V(WC1) + p0f

-^-(VO) . (H-27)

If the curl of equation II-27 is taken,

V x VP, = V x VO = V x V(V2 0) = .
(H-28)

Thus,

Po, -|y (V x A) - ris.V x (V2 A) = , (M-29)

or

Therefore,

n sf
v2A- Po»|y = o (II-30)

VP, + $V(V2G) - p0f -|?
(VQ) = .

("-31
)

Then substituting equation II-26 into 11-31 and taking the divergence yields:

Equations 11-30 and 11-32 are the wave equations in the fish flesh. In water, where the viscosity is zero, the

wave equation is

1 9 2 Pi
(II-33)

V2 P,



n.
s(
V 2 A + iup

0f
A = ,

(||
.37)

( :
__i"L\ V2 P + J^p = o ,

(H-38)

V p0t
C

f

2 / C
f

2

and

V2 P + -^P =
. (11-39)

The coefficient of thermal expansion, B, is defined as

e — iH-iH 1

'
(IM0)

so that, in air, equation 11-14 is

Pi.
=JT^- PoaPaT, .

(II-4D
"a

In addition, equations 11-1 1 through 11-13 for air are, after substitution for u:

3P^ - Po a
V2 = , (||-42)

at

Poa-^CV x A) = p0a ^y(VQ) - VP,
,

(
""43)

and

P0aCv a y^-Poa ~
fi
~ V2 Q - K^T, = . (||-44)

Taking the curl of equation II-43 and utilizing equation II-28 indicates that

V x A = , (H-45)

so that

VPl " Po a ^f(VQ) = .

(||
.46)

Then, substitution of equation 11-41 into II-42 yields:

™ = M^-^\ HMD

Hence, taking the divergence of equation II-46 and substitution of equation II-47 yields:

V2p'- p^[p^-- p- T']
"°- (IM8)

In addition, substitution of equation II-47 into II-44 yields:

DP 9Tl - Va (
CPa ~ Cva) 9P 1 _ K U2T =0 C 1

"49
)

Introduction of the harmonic time dependence into equations II-48 and II-49 yields, after eliminating the

numerical subscripts:

V2 P + ^f-P - co2 p0a B aT = (II-50)

11



and

y2T +
ja^c^

T - i(riVa(c
P|

- cva ) p = Q (||51)
Ka Paca *a

Equation II-50 can be written in terms of P alone by taking the Laplacian and substituting equations 11-51 and
II-50 for V 2T and T, respectively, into the resulting equation. The result of this procedure is

V4 P + [
m2Y' + ia) P°a CPa 1 V2 P +

i(°3p°a CPa p = Q (11-52)

L Ca K a J Ka Ca

Equation 11-52 is reduced by considering it as a quadratic equation in V 2
. Then

(V2 + k la
2
)
(V2 + k

2a
2
) P =

, (11-53)

where

2( kl.„ )

2 = Sfflfc. + **»*» ± J^PoaCpa
f ,

1a 2al Ca
2 ^ Ka L

C0
2 Ka

2
Ya

2 _ 2iC0K
a (Ya ~ 2) 1

>

Po a
2 Ca

4 C
pa

2
Po a

Ca
2Cpa J

(11-54)

The second and third terms under the radical are much smaller than 1 for the ranges of parameters selected for

this study, so that the radical can be approximated as

(1 - & * 1 -§- .

(l,
-55)

Thus,

k 2 _ ioPo a
cPa <d2 (Ya - 1) _ ico3 KaYa

2

la kT- + —c? 4p0a ca^cpa
'

C'-56 )

and

i, 2 J^_ io)
3 KaY a

2

k2a " ca
2

+
4p0a ca<cpa

-

(H-57)

An examination of the relative magnitudes of the terms in equations II-56 and II-57 shows that

k 2 ~ ic°Poacp a (II-58)
1a * ~K

or

and

k
1a «(1 +|) (^^-f (H-59)

a
ca

' (II-60)

12



Since k
1a
and k

2a
are never equal, the general solution of equation 1 1-53 is

P = IP, + iJJ 2 ,
(M-61)

where iJj, and ip 2
satisfy the equations

(V2 + k
1a

*) ip, = (II-62)

and

(V2 + k
2a

2
) i|i2

= . (H-63)

Equations II-37 through M-39 can be written in a form similar to equations II-62 and II-63. Thus

(V2 + k
3f

2
) A = , (II-64)

and

where

and

(V2 + k
2(

2
) P = ,

(ll
"65)

(V2 + k2w
2

) P = , (ll-66
)

k 2 = i*2fia_.. (II-67)
3f

lis,

k2w
2 =-rr (ii-69)

Comparisons of the equations for air and water indicate that ip 2 represents a compressional wave. Hence, iJj,

represents a thermal wave.

Equation II-64 can be transformed into a scalar equation. It can be shown that a vector T exists such that

[48]

u = V2 T (H-70)

and

A = Vxf .
("1-71)

Since the problem is axisymmetric, 3/g<p = u,= 0, which implies that r, = 0. Thus

vxf=T(0) + e(0) + 97 [fF
(rr
°)-Te] •ar ' ae

so that

(II-72)

A = (PA,, , (II-73)

where r, 0, and <p are unit vectors. Therefore

V2A = $ \wAv
-

2

A
1 Q 1 (H-74)

^ L * r
2 sin2 6 J

13



and equation 11-64 can be written as

WA
» " -FsTfce

+ k
3<
2A

*
=

° C 1
"75

)

The plane wave impinging on the shell will be represented by

P wi
= Ae*a«* , (11-76)

where P W| is the perturbation pressure of the wave in water, and A is the pressure amplitude. P W| can be
expanded in spherical waves as

Pw| = A^ (2 C + 1)i\(k2w r) P
c
(cos 6) ,

(H'7?)

5=0

where 2 is the mode number, ^(k^r) is a spherical Bessel function and P
tt
(cos 9) is a Legendre polynomial.

The incidence of the wave upon the shell gives rise to five additional waves, which are represented by the

solutions of equations II-62, II-63, II-65, II-66, and II-75. These equations can be solved by standard

separation of variables techniques. The solutions are:

*i = ^ Dac j c
(k

1a
r) P

c
(cos6) ,

(||78)
2=0
OO

^ =Z BaE j c (k
2a
r)P e (cos9) ,

(II-79)

P, = £ [B,
g j g

(k
2f

r) + E,
e
n
2
(k

2f
r)] P

g
(cos0)

, (II-80)

c=o

OO

Pw s =X B wft
h
c
(k2w r) P

e
(cos 9) ,

(||
.81)

c=o
v

'

OO

A
<pf = J [F.

£
j £

(k
3f

r) + G,
c
n
c
(k

3)
r)] P'

c
(cos9) , (M-82)

and

e=i

where B, D, E, F, and G represent the amplitudes of the waves, q ^k
2l

r) is a spherical Neumann function,

and h
s
(k

2vv
r) is a spherical Hankel function of the first kind. PWs indicates the scattered compressional wave in

water, so that

P = P + P (H-83)r w r wj '
r w s

One of the assumptions of this model is that only the fundamental mode contributes to the scattering. Thus

only the 2=0 mode is considered. Examination of equation M-82 shows that for 2=0,

A,, = .
(H-84)

The remaining equations are now written for 2 = 0:

Pw = Aj (k2w r) + Bw h (k
2vv

r)
,

(II-85)

Pf = B
fj

(k
2f

r) + E
f
n (k

2f
r)

, (H_86 )

«Pi = DJ (k
1a

r)
,

(
l|.87)

14



and

4J 2 = Ba j
(k

2a
r)

,

where the numerical subscripts have been eliminated from the coefficients for convenience.

The scattering cross section of the shell is

a = $s /li ,

where $ s
is the average scattered power and I, the incident intensity.

(11-88)

— c$s : l-/.Pws
*Urws

d

where v is the area of an element of a sphere [49].

"V = nv ,

d-v = r
2dx ,

where n is the normal to the area and x is the solid angle. Also,

J_
2

I
= _ p * N

so that it is necessary to determine u
rws

and u W| in terms of P Ws and P W| , respectively [49].

In the fundamental mode u = - VQ, so that utilizing equation 11-31 for water,

pw - Pow ar = ° •

(II-89)

(II-90)

(11-91)

(II-92)

(II-93)

(II-94)

Introducing the harmonic time dependence yields:

Q = -1— P

so that

and

i
9P„

Urws
cop0w 9 r

u = -—L ^p^
o) Pow az

Thus, from equations 11-76 and 11-97,

I - A2

2p0wcw •

From equation 11-81,

pw s
= Bwh (k2w r),

where

ho(k2w r)
e ik2w r

ik9 r

(II-95)

(II-96)

(II-97)

(II-98)

(II-99)

(11-100)
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so that for



The normal stress in fish flesh is [45]

T
rr(

= -p, + j;^l
( (|M11)

or

so that utilization of equation 11-109 yields:

'5 [-!
'to

wp
0f L Po,C,

T -_P_ % fl
i(0^l 92P< (H-112)

Also,

T = -P (H-113)

and

T"a = " Pa • (11-114)

At the air fish-flesh interface the surface tension must be included in the stress equation. For a bubble in

water [50],

2s

RPin = Pou, +^ ,
(H-115)

where P m and P out are the total pressures inside and outside the bubble and R is the radius of the bubble at any

instant. If g represents the small changes in the radius of the bubble and a is the average radius, such that

R = a + g ,

(M-116)

where g<<a, then

~-f-(1 -g/a)
, (11-117)

R a(1 + g/a) a

so that

P
in
= Pou. +-f-

(1 -g/a) . (11-118)

Since P in
and P

out are total pressures, equation 11-1 18 can be linearized utilizing equation 11-10. Thus, the first

order equation is

Pout1 = Pm+^r- ("-us)

Due to the harmonic time dependence,

Ur = »R = - icog .
d'-120)

ot

Thus

P ,
- p. = 2 'SU

:a (11-121)

The boundary conditions are:

BC 1 urw = u
rf at r = b, (11-122)

BC2 xrrw = T
rrf

at r = b
, (II-123)
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BC 3 u
rf

= u
ra

at r = a
, (11-124)

BC4 T
rr| = Trra "-^ at r = a, (II-12S)

BC5 Ta
= at r=a. (H-126)

Equations 11-122 through 11-126 have been labeled BC 1 through BC 5 for later convenience. Substitution of

equations 11-105, 11-109, 11-110, M-96, 11-112, 11-113, 11-114, and II-85 through II-88 into equations 11-122

through 11-126 yields:

BC 1
'

("P^) [
Ak2 wJo'(

k2wb) + Bw k2w h '(k2w b)
]

=
(~p^~)( 1

"p^c> )[
B

-
k^'( k^ b )

+ E,k
2f
n '(k

2(
b)

; (
|M27)

BC2, Aj (k2w b) + Bw h (k2w b)
= B

fj
(k

2f
b) + E

f
n (k

2( b)

+
(l^")(

1 " ^cV) [
B<W(k2(b) + E

1
^n "(k

2| b)] ;
(11-128)

BC3, (-^)( 1 "^ ) [
BW( k2,a) + E,k

2)
n '(k

2f
a)

]

=
(~^7 )[ D a k 1a j

'(k la a) + B a k2aj
'(k

2a
a) ] ; (11-129)

BC4, B
( j

(k
2f
a) + E

f
n (k

2f
a) + (Ji.

) (
1 - ^i)

[
B,k

2fV(k2f
a) + E

f
k
2(
2n "(k

2f
a)

]

= D aj
(k

1a
a) + B aj

(k
2a a)

+
( &jpfc ) [

D a k la j
'(k

1a
a) + Ba k2J '(k2a a) ] ;

(
|M30

)

and BC 5, (
Ya - '^f )

D^ k^ + (Y* " 1) Bajo(k^ a) = ° (11-131)
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CHAPTER III

SOLUTION

The first step in the solution of equations 11-127 through 11-131 for(Bw /A) is to solve 11-131 for Da and

substitute the result into equations 11-129 and 11-130. For conciseness the boundary conditions will now be

written in a tabular form:

BC B. B, E,

The Sj-s are taken such that

SM BW + S l2 B f
+ Si3 E, + S, 4Ba = o,A

The Sg's and q's are as follows:

Sn = -(-^au)h '(k2wb) ,

V Mow '

Si2= (^kr) j
°' (k2

'
b)

Si-- (p^>'<k*b)

°1-(^fc)w^>.
S21 = - h (k2wb) ,

ico^
j
(k

2f
b) + (~0t) Jo"(k2l

b)
,

n (k
2f
b) + (-^|t) n "(k

2(
b)

,

522 -

52 3
=

Q2 =
Jo (k2w b) ,

S32 = 1

S33

S34

p^t) jo

'

(k2,a)

B.

1



O44 — (Ya-l)Jo(k2,a)

v _ IPo a
Ca

2C
p3

Ca^Cpa \

COKa /

[
1 + (dlk:) (

ki a j
'(k

1a
a) \i

co
2a2

p0a / V j (k
1a
a) )\

where equation II-68 has been used for k
2f

2
.

The solution of the boundary conditions for Bw is

(111-15)

where

Bw _ 0,1) + g2W
A S,,U + S21W

(111-16)

U — 044(022033 O23O32) + S34 (S23S4 022S43) 1-17)

and

W — b44(0 13 032 0,2033) + 034(0,2043 0,3042) (111-18)

This solution is easily arrived at after several pages of substitutions.

Equation 111-16 could be solved numerically with a computer by choosing values for the various physical

parameters and calculating the S./s and a,'s. However, this will not be done because the purpose of this

report is to obtain simplified equations for co and o which can be solved without resorting to use of a

computer. The simplified solution is based on the ranges of the physical properties and the limits of the

variables given in Chapter II. It is obtained by assuming that | k,
a
a

I
is large and that k2wb, k

2|
b, andk2a

aare

small and accepting any errors which are less than ten percent. Order of magnitude comparisons are then

made between various terms and any term which is always less than ten percent of another term is

neglected. This simplification process is shown in Appendix B. The result of this process is:

% = - (1 + A + iA) (1 +
2
^w

3A
\ p0w co

2 a3

+ i

t

3p ,cw (ya
- 1

;

Po ww2 a 2 Jb£fc)'(
1

/ cwPo, \ r /3p0aca
2 \ /

i, a)ap0w ) iwm^)\
3p

0a
ca2

2s

w 2a3p
0f ,

2s x

3p0a ca2a^
11^2

3p0|2c t
2a2 )]!' 1-19)

where

and

\ p 0f
2c,^a3 ; v

1 1 Po,c,2

9p0w cw
2 )

= / 2(o^b3 x r / p0( c,2 x /_p
2l
c
!i + H \ /Ji\ ]

V 3p0f
c,

2 a3 ) L Uo„Cw2 f Ipo w cw
2 4 )\&) J

(III-20)

1-21)

Equation 111-19 can now be substituted into 11-104 to yield a. However, before doing this, equation 111-19

will be manipulated so that the final results can be easily compared to those of other researchers. Thus, the

resonant frequency is determined by setting the imaginary part of the denominator of equation 111-19 equal

to zero and the real terms of the denominator represent the damping [18]. Therefore, letting
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<$»£)0-w&i-)--i-( SKS&)-'>

and solving for oo2a2 yields the resonant frequency of the new model:

3Po a
ca

2 A 2s \

o) 2a2 = B2i J
3p0a

ca
2a /

/ 11E2 \

(
1+ 3^c7aT-) (»'-23)

Now [42],

Po aCa
2 = YaPoa (III-24)

and from equation 11-1 15,

P - P + 2s - p 4.
2s

^o a - r
0(
+— - P0w +— . (III-25)

Therefore, substitution of equations III-24 and III-25 into III-23 yields:

3va P 2s
" +_£i(3Ya - 1)

u) 2a2 =-22 E°£ (in-26)
11E2

Pot P0(a

\ 3p 2 c
f

2a2 )

The damping factor, H, will be defined by

CDo _ Pow^3 .
2E

+
Po,cw Po,wa2

3(Ya - 1) / <0Ka V
/2

/,/ <DKa \™ / ^S \

coa (2^) V +T^*)- C»-27)

Thus, following Devin [19],

+ r]-+4=d, (IH-28)
H rari hL, Hrad ' 'vis ' 'th

where

Mrad ~
0)2 p0wa

' (MI-29)

u = tQoPo,a2

2^ ' (Hl-30)

and

H,h "
3(Ya - 1) V o)K a >/ V

1 +
p ,ca2 a3 ^ C 11

"31
)

As before, at co = co
, H = Q. Thus, substitution of equations III-26 and III-27 into 111-19 yields:
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B
(III-32)

IwHJ + 'U / \ 3p0f
c

f
2a2 )

Then, substitution of equation III-32 into 11-104 yields the scattering cross section of the new model:

4na2(^)
2

[(1 + W + *2
1

\m&) +
1,(02 V V +

3p 0(
2 C)2a2/

where A, A, a) , and H are given in equations 111-20, 111-21, III-26, and III-27

a = hU. (III-33)
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CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

Results

The equations developed for o) , o, and H in Chapter III for the new model can be considered to be

accurate within ten percent only for the parameter ranges given in Chapter II. The ranges of E;, for which

exact values are not known, and s, which may be varied, were extended beyond the limits of present

available data. However, the largest values of a, u), and P^ used in this model are not beyond the range of

possible values. These limitations were imposed by the assumption that k
2a
a is small. This required that, for

the error caused by using just the first term of the spherical Bessel function expansions to be less than ten

percent,

coa < 2.4 x 104 cm/sec.

The limitation of k
2a
a being small is a factor in all the previous models, but in most cases it is not mentioned

or, if it is mentioned, no limiting value is given.

The range of E, utilized in the solution of the new model was

1 poise < E, < 104 poise.

However, a more likely range of E;, as shown in Appendix A, is

50 poise < E, < 2 x 103 poise.

This narrower range will be utilized in the remainder of the discussion because it results in a simplification of

equations III-26 and III-34 without, in all probability, affecting the results. Equations III-26 and III-34 simplify

to 3v P ?«!

Uo2a2 = iMow + ^l(3Ya - 1
)

(IV-1
)

KOf V0t d

2

and 4na2 (-PA
o = VPot ;

, (IV-2)

LU)2H2 ^ 0)2 ) \

respectively, when the upper limit of E, is reduced to 2 x 103 poise. A and K are negligible compared to 1 for

E,< 2 x 103 poise. A and K were the only remaining terms which contained b. Thus, for the a/b range given

in Chapter II, b is unimportant for £;< 2 x 103 poise.

Figure 2 gives co a as a function of depth and surface tension, calculated from equation IV-1. s has

essentially no effect on u> a for s/a < 105 dyne/cm2 at any depth and for s/a < 106 dyne/cm2 for depths

below 1 00 m. For s/a values around 5 x 1
7 dyne/cm2

,
pressure has essentially no effect on o) a for depths

less than 100 m and at a depth of 1000 m, co a is increased by only 50 percent over its value near the

surface.

At resonance,

a = 4na2 Q2 (
Po»\

(IV-3)
V Pot /

and

Qrad =

Pot

PofCw

Pow^oa (IV-4)

and

Q v , s
= ^P|£L

_

(|V-5)

q) *a / 2p0a cPa \
* / ,_2s\ -

,h ~
3(Ya - 1) V ~) V "P^T^J (IV-6)

Thus, a is proportional to Q2
at resonance.
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Figure 3 shows Qrad and Q vcs ,
increases with increasing co a and decreases withas functions of co a. Q VIS

increasing E,/a. Values of

2 x 10 2 poise/cm < E,/a < 10 3 poise/cm

give values of QV1S
which are comparable to values obtained for Q in near-surface swimbladder resonance

experiments [15, 33, 36-38]. Qrad decreases with increasing a) a and, depending upon the value of E/a, may

be significant for all co a considered.

Figure 4 shows Q th
as a function of u) a, a, s/a, and depth D. Any individual numbered curve indicates

that Qth increases gradually with increasing s/a. The set of numbered curves indicates that Qth
increases

with increasing a and D. The lettered curves are for the case where the effect of surface tension is

insignificant, and also indicate that Qth
increases with increasing a and D. A comparison of figures 3 and 4

shows that Q,h is significant only at depths above 100 m and then only if 1,1a < 103 poise/cm.

At off-resonance frequencies

m a- •

2s
H„

(IV-7)

(IV-8)

and

H, (*)'

1 +
Po,ooo 2 a3

1

2s

p0f
o)2a3

Qth
(IV-9)

Thus, at frequencies above resonance, H rad may be the dominant damping term, even for relatively high

values of E,/a. Conversely, at frequencies below resonance, H rad may be the least important damping term.

The variation of Hth with (go /u)) is complicated by the presence of the surface tension term. It can be shown,

utilizing equation IV-1, that

2s „ . _ (IV-10)
1 < 1 +

Po,<Va3
< 1.31

so that, for the purpose of establishing a trend,

H
t h » (*)"( 1 + 2s

P 0(
0)2 33

Q„ (IV-1 1)

Hence, at frequencies above resonance and at frequencies below resonance for which p0f
o)

2a-»(2s/a),

Hth z {%y a* .

At frequencies below resonance for which (2s/a),>> p0f
u)2a2

,

Thus, H th becomes relatively less important than H rad as frequency increases and conversely.

(IV-12)

(IV-13)

Comparison to Free Bubble

The validity of the results developed for the new model must be determined. This will be done by first

checking that the equations developed for the new model approach the equations for a free bubble in water

as a limiting case and then comparing values calculated using the new model with experimental values.

The equations obtained in Chapter III for the resonant frequency and scattering cross section of the new

model can be readily compared to the equations given for a free bubble. Equations I-6 and I-7 give co and o

for an ideal bubble, neglecting surface tension. Equation III-26 reduces exactly to equation I-6 when E, = s =

0. If thermal losses are also neglected, equation III-33 reduces to equation I-7 when E, = s = 0, except for

factors of (p^/Po,). If surface tension is included, go for an ideal bubble is given by equation 1-12 with

nSw
= 0. Equation III-26 reduces exactly to equation 1-12 when E, = r)Sw = 0. Thus, when viscous and thermal

dissipation effects are eliminated from the new model, the results are equivalent to results obtained for an

ideal bubble.

When the viscosity of water is considered for an air bubble in water, o> is given by equation 1-12. A

comparison of equation III-26 with 1-12 shows that the form of the viscosity factor for the new model differs

from that given for a bubble. However, as was noted earlier, equation 1-12 is only valid for small viscosities,

so that this difference is not surprising [25]. Both equations 1-12 and III-26 indicate that u) decreases as the

viscosity increases, which should be the case for a viscously damped system [51].
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The damping in the new model can also be compared to that for a real bubble in water as determined by

Devin [19]. For ease in comparison with Devin's results, equations IV-4, IV-5, and IV-6 will be rewritten as:

5 rad = ££^£i , (IV-14)

5*s = dd^p •
<
IV - 15

>

and

5th
= *"' ~ V(- K

* V fl + "\
.

(IV-16)
Wo^a \2p0a cPa ) \ Po f

co 2 a3 )

Equation IV-14 is equivalent to equation I-9, except for the factor (p^/Po,). Devin has considered only the

shear viscosity, so that equation 11-1 appears to indicate that equations IV- 15 and 1-10 differ by a factor of

%. However, n, b and n,
s
are related to the dilatational viscosity r) d , by [45]

H b = rid + %ns (IV-17)

Therefore, if r\ is neglected, equation 11-1 indicates that E, = 2n.s - Hence, equations IV-15 and 1-10 are

equivalent. Equations IV-16 and 1-1 1 are also equivalent, except for the surface tension factor in equation

IV-16. Devin considered surface tension, but since the surface tension of an air bubble in water is only 74

dynes/cm, its effect is insignificant for the frequencies and bubble sizes of present interest. Hence, the form

of the damping factor at resonance for the new model is essentially equivalent to that of a real bubble in

water.

Comparison to Experimental Data

The previous comparisons compared the spherical model to spherical bubbles. In order to compare the

model to experimental measurements made on swimbladder-bearing fish, it is obvious from figure 1 that the

effect of swimbladder shape should be included. This is done by letting

co
0c = <>0t , (IV-18)

where co
0t

is the theoretical resonant frequency for the spherical model, £ is given by equation I-25, and o)
0c

is the value which is utilized in the comparisons to the experimental data.

There are five sets of experimental data to which calculations based on the new model can be
compared. These are contained in references 15, 33, 36, 37, and 38. In each of these, the measured
resonant frequency, co0m , and the calculated Q are either given directly or can be obtained from a curve. The
data in reference 36, which was collected a decade before any of the other data, have variations which
require some interpretation to obtain CLbm and Q. This required interpretation makes the a>0m and Q values

obtained from reference 36 less reliable than those obtained from other sources.

Comparisons of the data to the model require that values for a and e be known. In some cases, a and e

were measured and the values given. In the other cases, it was possible to determine a indirectly from other

data in the report. When values of e were not given, average values were obtained from other sources.

Measurements of a and s were all made at atmospheric pressure. There is some question as to what effect

increasing depth has on swimbladder volume [e.g. 11, 12]; that is, whether the fish retains a constant

swimbladder volume or a constant swimbladder mass (Boyle's Law) or some other, intermediate process.

(McCartney and Stubbs [37] assumed an intermediate process, due to the effect of tension in the

swimbladder wall.) It is probable that different species react to changing depth in different ways and that

different experimental methods can affect the way a fish would normally react. Hence, there are

uncertainties in the actual values of a at depth. Since the swimbladder is attached to various other parts of

the fish, there is no reason to expect a change in swimbladder volume to cause a uniform change in its

linear dimensions. Thus, the uncertainty in a at depth produces a smaller uncertainty in e. Various depth

variations in a were examined when comparing the data to the model. However, since the individual

researcher is in the best position to interpret his own data, the final comparisons utilized the depth variations

chosen by those researchers.

The new model requires values of E, and s. Since the exact value, or range of values, of ^ is presently

unknown and s is quite likely under the control of the individual fish, direct comparisons of the model and
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experimental data are not possible. However, indirect comparisons are possible. The first step in a
comparison is to determine the experimental values of co0m , Q, a, and e. Then to

0c
is set equal to co0m and s

calculated utilizing equations IV- 1 and IV- 18 and figure 1 . If surface tension has a negligible effect on co0m , s

can be assumed to be equal to 10" dyne/cm, based on the data given in Appendix A. Qrad and Qth
are then

calculated from equations IV-4 and IV-6 and QVIS is determined from the equation:

1 1.1 1

(IV-19)Q
+ +

Qrad Qvis Qth

Finally, £, is calculated from equation IV-5. The results of this procedure are given in Table II, where L is the
fish length, D, a, co0m , and Q are experimental data, and s and E, are calculated by equating the model to the

data.

The new model can be indirectly compared to the experimental data by examining the values of s and J;

given in Table II. The values shown in Table II are within the limits chosen in Appendix A to give reasonable
ranges for s and <;. This is a necessary condition for the model to be valid, but it is by no means a sufficient

condition. In order that the model can be used with some degree of confidence to predict resonant
scattering from swimbladder-bearing fish, the variations in s and <; shown in Table II must also be explained.

The five sets of data can be separated into two groups, based upon the magnitude of tension in the

swimbladder wall. Swimbladder tension had little or no effect on the measurements made by Coate, Batzler and

Pickwell, and Sundnes and Sand, where s < 10s dyne/cm. Swimbladder tension appears to have had a significant

effect on the measurements by McCartney and stubbs and Sand and Hawkins, where

2 x 10s dyne/cm < s < 4 x 106 dyne/cm.

Table II — Experimental Data and Results of Comparisons to the New Model

Source



Goldfish, anchovies, and charr are physostomes, that is, their swimbladders have an opening into their

stomachs. Hence, based on consideration of equation 11-115, it is to be expected that the tension in

physostome swimbladders would be relatively low. The data show that this is so. The other fish are

physoclists, that is, their swimbladders are completely closed. These fish may well obtain some benefit, either

hydrostatic or otherwise, by maintaining a tension in the swimbladder wall. The data indicate that cod, ling,

pollack, and coalfish maintained relatively high values of s. Physiologically, it should be possible for a

physoclist to vary the tension in the swimbladder wall from very taut to flaccid. It appears that the crappie

swimbladder was in a flaccid condition.

Since physoclists probably can vary the tension in their swimbladders, any shock to their systems, such as

a rapid increase in pressure, might cause the swimbladder tension to change dramatically. This seems to be

the situation for the cod examined by Sand and Hawkins. This fish had been allowed to become adapted to a

depth of 1 1 m for at least 48 hours. At this depth, its measured resonant frequency was several times higher

than that of a bubble of the same presumed size and shape. This difference was attributed to a high

swimbladder tension. Rapidly shifting this fish to a depth of 25 m significantly decreased the measured resonant

frequency to a value only about 1 percent greater than that expected for a bubble of the same presumed size and

shape. This ratio remained essentially constant as the fish was shifted in 5 m increments to 50 m. The
decrease in a)0m as the fish was shifted from 11 m to 25 m is readily explained by the new model by a

sudden decrease in s, which seems quite feasible from a physiological standpoint.

Thus, the variations in the values of s calculated using the new model can be explained by the

differences between physostomes and physoclists and by the ability of physoclists to vary swimbladder

tension. Hence, the new model is an improvement over the models of Andreeva and Lebedeva. By using a

variable swimbladder tension, rather than a fixed shear modulus, to model tissue stiffness, the new model

can predict resonant frequencies significantly higher than those expected for a free bubble, whereas the

other models cannot.

As a practical matter, a parameter that can be randomly varied over several orders of magnitude is not

very useful in a predictive model. However, the variations in tension indicated in Table II were obtained from

fish which were subjected to other than natural conditions, such as rapid changes in depth. It is quite

possible that, under more natural conditions, values of swimbladder tension would be much more uniform.

Thus, it could very well be that further experiments, in which the experimental conditions more closely

approximate natural conditions, could provide much information about swimbladder tension. This would

enhance the value of the new model as a predictor of resonance in large physoclists.

Although the variations in s can be adequately explained by variations in fish physiology, the uncertain

variation of a with depth definitely causes some degree of variation in s. In order to calculate s, the difference

between u)0m
and co for a bubble of the same assumed size and shape is required. Thus, the accuracy of the

estimate of a greatly affects the accuracy of the calculated value of s.

Sundnes and Sand measured the resonant frequencies of charr in order to determine their swimbladder

volumes. In the case of these physostomes, this was a valid procedure. However, in the case of large

physoclists, where swimbladder tension affects a)0m , this procedure would be invalid. Hence, experiments

which might be designated to acoustically examine swimbladder tension require an accurate and

independent measurement of swimbladder volume at depth.

The values of ^ given in Table II are also grouped on the basis of the magnitude of swimbladder tension.

For the cases where

s < 10 5 dyne/cm,

the values of ^ range from 1 30 to 300 poise, with the values being quite consistent for a particular set of data.

For the cases where

s > 2 x 10 5 dyne/cm,

the values of ^ range from 370 to 2,600 poise, with wide variations within a particular set of data. Based on the

consistent results obtained, and the reasonableness of their values, it appears that the new model can be

used to predict the damping for the first group. However, the high values and variability of ^ in the second

group must be examined more closely before any conclusion can be reached.
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There are essentially two sources of the variations in the calculated values of E, between the two groups

and within the group where s> 2 x 105 dyne/cm. One source is the experimental data and the other is the

model. The most likely, and probably greatest, source of error in the experimental data is the uncertainty in

swimbladder volume. Since the calculated values of E, are proportional to a2
,
an error in a can cause a large

error in E,. However, as mentioned earlier, the experimental data were examined assuming various

swimbladder volume-depth relationships. None of these relationships produced consistent results or values

as low as those obtained for the first group, although in some cases the variability was reduced. For example,

if a constant a=0.69 cm is assumed for the cod examined by Sand and Hawkins, ^varies from 1 ,500 to 900

poise as the depth increases from 25 to 50 m. This variation is smaller than that for the swimbladder-depth

relationship which was utilized, but the values are still much higher than those of the first group and are by no

means consistent. It is possible, though, that the cod-like fish, which have a well-developed muscle system,

have an intrinsically higher tissue viscosity than fish such as goldfish or anchovies.

At the beginning of this chapter, it was assumed that

E, < 2 x 10 3 poise

and the equations were simplified accordingly. It might be suspected that this could be a source of error in the

cases where E, > 2 x 103 poise. However, the error caused by simplifying equations III-26 and III-34 to

equations IV-1 and IV-2 is less than ten percent for values as high as E, = 6 x 103 poise. Thus, the simplified

equations are not a significant source of error.

The other primary source of error is the model itself. Since it does not seem to be possible to attribute all

the variations in E, to the errors in the data, it appears that the remaining variations are due to inadequacies

in the model.

An examination of all the data in Table II indicates that ^generally increases with s. There is no indication

that this is so for the group of data for which s < 10sdyne/cm. However, there is definite correlation between s

and E, when the two groups of data are compared. Also, despite the wide variations of E, within the group of

data for which s > 2 x 105 dyne/cm, there is a rough indication that E, increases with s for this group of data.

Thus, it appears that increasing tension in the swimbladder wall has little or no effect on E, for s < 1
5 dyne/cm,

but that it does cause E, to increase for s > 2 x 1
s dyne/cm. The apparent increase in viscosity with increasing

tension in the swimbladder wall for s > 2 x lOsdyne/cm would not be expected to occur in a Newtonian

fluid. This indicates that modelling a fish as a Newtonian fluid may not be appropriate for s > 2 x 105

dyne/cm and that some type of non-Newtonian model, such as a dilatant or viscoelastic fluid, may be more

appropriate. However, the present model is appropriate for s < 105 dyne/cm.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

The new model of a swimbladder-bearing fish as a viscous shell enclosing an air cavity with surface

tension at the inner interface was developed because older models, of which Andreeva's model [26] is most

widely employed, do not accurately predict the results obtained in experiments on the characteristics of

swimbladder resonance. The principal difference between the older models and the data is that the values

of Q predicted by the models are always higher than those obtained experimentally. A second difference is

that the older models can not account for the high resonant frequencies obtained for some large

physoclisis. The new model sought to correct these differences by explicitly including the viscosity of fish

tissue and by including a tension in the swimbladder wall.

For convenience, the equations developed for the new model will be restated here:
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Comparable equations for an air bubble in water are available at only co = u> , where H = Q. The equations

for a and Q obtained for the new model are essentially the same as those for an air bubble in water, the only

significant difference being in the value of the viscosities of fish flesh and water. However, the equations for

0) for the new model and an air bubble in water for which viscosity and surface tension are included are not

the same. If the viscosity of fish flesh were used in the equation obtained for an air bubble, cd could be zero

or imaginary. However, for the new model, the effect of viscosity on co was shown to be small enough to be

neglected.

Equations V-1 and V-2 are valid for an upper limit for ^ = 6 x 103 poise. If E, > 6 x 10 3 poise, then the

outer shell radius, b, appears in the o-equation. This implies that this is a boundary layer-type problem.

Thus, if the fish flesh-water interface is outside the boundary layer, the magnitude of b is immaterial.

All of the models are spherical in nature. However, the swimbladders of some fish are sufficiently

elongated that their shapes can have a significant effect on co . Thus, equation V-1 should be modified to

include this effect. Hence:^ =
?
[^Po. + ^ (3Ya

_
1} ] . (V .

6)

Although Z, was determined for a bubble in water, its use here is quite reasonable, especially when the

similarity between the equations for a bubble and the new model are considered.

Several other conclusions can be reached for the new model. One is that, for the ratios of outside to

inside shell diameters considered, the actual value of the outside diameter has no effect on the results.

Another is that thermal losses are not very significant and, in most cases, can be neglected. A third is that,

for low values of H, (co /u)H)2 can be comparable to [(co 2/co2 )
- 1]

2 at off-resonant frequencies. Hence,

considering the experimental values of Q obtained, it is apparent that H, rather than Q, should be used to

calculate a.

A comparison of the new model with available experimental data indicates that the new model

constitutes a definite improvement over previous models. The new model can predict low values of Q and

elevated values of co,, which the previous models could not. In addition, the new model can be used to

obtain the magnitude of damping at any frequency, whereas many previous models only produced the

value at resonance.
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The comparison of the new model with experimental data indicates that the model is most accurate for

fish in which s < 10 5 dyne/cm. Table II indicates that this includes physostomes up to at least 40 cm in

length. In addition, Appendix A indicates that small physoclists, 10 cm or less in length, are also included

in this group. Most of the fish found in deep scattering layers are smaller than 1 cm and none have the well

developed musculature of fish such as cod. Thus, it appears that the new model will be of considerable

value in studies of volume reverberation. Table II indicates that a value of ^ of approximately 200 poise is

appropriate for these studies.

The variations in s and E, required to match the values calculated using the new model to the

experimental data for large physoclists indicate that the new model is not completely adequate for these

fish. Even so, the new model is still better than previous models and, as such, is of some value in studies of

resonance of large physoclists. Table II indicates that values of s = 106 dyne/cm and 103 poise < ^22x1 3

poise should give reasonable results for these studies.

The new model introduces two new parameters. ^ and s. Few measurements of these parameters exist

and those that do vary widely. The accuracy of the new model could be determined with much more
confidence if better information on E, and s were available. In addition, the variations of swimbladder volume
with depth for different fish species are required for all models. Hence, further experiments to determine s.

E;, and swimbladder size and shape versus depth are recommended. This recommendation is made with

the realization that the complexities involved in these experiments will be significant.
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APPENDIX A

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF FISH

Several of the physical properties of fish flesh which must be known for this study have not been
accurately measured. In this appendix, the available data will be discussed and, where necessary,

appropriate approximations determined. Properties which must be specified include compressional wave
velocity (or sound velocity), c,; density, Po,; specific heat at constant pressure, c

p(
; ratio of specific heats, y,I

thermal conductivity, k
(

; shear viscosity, rj ; and bulk viscosity, r\a
. In addition, the ratio of swimbladder

volume to total fish volume and the surface tension, s, at the air-fish flesh interface must be determined.

Experimental evidence indicates that swimbladder volumes of small mid-water fishes range from about

0.5 to 5 percent of the total fish volume [32]. For larger, near surface marine fishes, swimbladder volumes
are about 4 to 5 percent of the total fish volume [A1]. For small fish, the ratio of outer radius, b, to inner

radius, a, of the fish flesh shell is chosen to be 2.5 <b/a <6, which corresponds to swimbladder percentage

volumes of about 6 to 0.5 percent. For large fish, b/a is chosen to be 2.5 <b/a <3.2, which corresponds to

swimbladder percentage volumes of about 6 to 3 percent. The fish size range of interest is about 1 cm to 1 m,

which roughly corresponds to 0.1 cm < a < 5 cm [32, A2, A3].

The acoustic properties of fish flesh have been measured by several researchers [31, A1, A4-A6].

Experimental values of density range from about 1.02 to 1.09 gm/cm3
, with an average of about 1.05

gm/cm 3
. Experimental sound velocities range from about 1 .50 x 1

5 to 1 .60 x 1
5 cm/sec, with an average

of 1.55 x 105 cm/sec. The average values are used in this report.

Measurements on the thermal properties of fish flesh are not available. However, data on the thermal

conductivity and specific heat at constant pressure of human and dog tissue do exist [A-7]. These data

provide sufficiently close approximations to the required values. Thus, for fish tissue

and
cal

K, = 1.32 x 10" 3 -

' cm sec °C

These values are quite close to those for sea water of 35 parts per thousand salinity, which are [45]

cal
c„„, = 0.93""" gm°C

and
cal

kw = 1.34 x 10 3

cm sec °C

Also for sea water [45],

Yw « 1.01 .

Thus, it will be assumed that, since other thermal properties of flesh and sea water are very similar,

Y, « 1.01 .

Both the shear viscosity, r\
sf , and the bulk viscosity, r)b,> are required for the present model. However, for

convenience, a viscosity parameter, ^, will be defined as

5 = 4/3 Tis, + % • (A-1)

The ratio, nt/Hs. f° r animal tissue is similar to that for water, which is approximately 3 [A8, A9]. Thus,

E; X4.3n s ,
2? 1.4 rib, • (A-2)

Only one set of data on the viscosity of animal tissue is available. However, other data exist from which

tissue viscosity can be determined indirectly. These data are measurements of absorption, complex shear

modulus, and cell viscosity of animal tissue. In all cases it will be assumed that the viscosity of all animal
flesh is approximately equal.

The direct measurements of viscosity were performed on mammalian tissue [A10]. n,s
,was determined

by four different methods. The results ranged from 100 to 420 poise, with an average value of 175 poise.

Thus the values for E, range from 430 to 1800 poise, with an average value of 760 poise.
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Viscosity can be determined from measurements of absorption of sound by utilizing the equation [A1 1]:

= 2p c3g
(A.3)

where a is the absorption and u> the circular frequency. Many measurements of absorption in tissue have

been made at high frequencies. However, tissue exhibits relaxation phenomena at high frequencies so that

viscosities at frequencies above relaxation cannot be directly related to those below and can be used only

as lower limits. It has been found that for muscle, n s
relaxes near 400 kHz and n b relaxes near 40 kHz

[A12]. Only one set of absorption measurements has been conducted below the Megahertz range. These
measurements were made at 300 to 350 kHz [A1 3]. Utilizing equation A-3, E; was calculated from these data

to range from 30 to 220 poise, with an average value of 130 poise. However, r|b has already relaxed at the

measurement frequencies, so that its contribution to the absorption is unknown. Thus, equation A-3

provides a lower limit to E|. An upper limit can be determined for E; if it is assumed that the absorption is due
solely to ns - Then, at lower frequencies, Ej would range from 1 30 to 950 poise, with an average value of 580
poise. Thus, from the absorption measurements:

30 poise < E, < 950 poise.

Viscosity can also be estimated from measurements of complex shear modulus by utilizing the equation

[A9]:

n * -"ST ' (A-4)

where u, is the imaginary part of the complex shear modulus. One set of measurements of the complex

shear modulus of fish tissue has been made from about 2 to 14 kHz [27]. Utilizing equations A-4 and A-1 , E,

was calculated from these data to range from about 4 to 90 poise, with an average value of 28 poise.

The viscosity of animal tissue can also be estimated from the viscosity of animal cells if it is assumed
that the tissue viscosity is equivalent to the cell viscosity. Separate measurements have been made on the

viscosities of both cell protoplasm and membrane. Thus, to estimate the viscosity of the complete cell, a

geometric average of the membrane and protoplasmic viscosities is calculated based on the proportional

thicknesses of membrane and protoplasm. The equation used to calculate cell viscosity is

f = r a (
b ~ a ) ef rS:

[ b2
«ipSm

J
•

(A-5)

where E;c , E;
p
and Ejm are the viscosity parameters of the cell, protoplasm and membrane, respectively, and a

and b are the inner and outer membrane radii. Cell radii range from 2 x 10 -4
to 15 x 10 4 cm and cell

membranes are 75 x 10" 8 to 10~ 6 cm thick [A14]. Thus

5 x 10- 4 < k-I3- <5 x 10- 3
,

b

and a/b£ 1 . Measurements have been made on r\
s of protoplasm and r\b of membranes. For protoplasm, r\s

was found to range from 4 x 10~ 2 to 3 x 10- 1 poise [A15]. For membranes, r\b was found to range from 2.7

x 107 to 2.7 x 108 poise [A16]. Therefore, utilizing equations A-2 and A-5,

60 poise < E,
c
< 1,600 poise.

This estimate is probably subject to the greatest error of the three indirect estimates of viscosity due to all

the assumptions required.

Summarizing the ranges of E, determined by the various methods in their probable order of accuracy:

direct measurement,

430 poise < E, < 1,800 poise;

absorption,

30 poise < E, < 950 poise;

complex shear modulus,

4 poise < E; < 90 poise;

cell viscosity,

60 poise < E; < 1 ,600 poise.
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The total range of data is

4 poise < E, < 1 ,800 poise.

Thus, for this study, limits of

1 poise < S; < 10 4 poise

will be used, with a more likely range being

50 poise < £, < 2 x 10 3 poise.

The swimbladder wall of a fish is a membrane which is capable of supporting tension. In the present

model, the swimbladder wall has zero thickness, so that the tension in the membrane is effectively a surface

tension. Measurements of the internal swimbladder pressure can be used to calculate surface tension

since

AP = (2s/a), (A"6 )

where AP is the difference between the internal swimbladder pressure and the ambient pressure [50].

Several researchers have measured internal swimbladder pressures, but since it is probable that a fish can

control the tension in the swimbladder wall, only measurements on live, unanesthetized, fish are

considered. Excess internal pressures from 2 x 104 to 6 x 10 5 dynes/cm 2 have been measured in fishes

which were 2 to 20 cm long [A17]. These results correspond to surface tensions of 6 x 103 to 7 x 104

dyne/cm for fish with swimbladder radii of about 0.1 to 1 .0 cm. The majority of these fish were less than 10

cm long with swimbladder radii less than 0.5 cm.

Surface tension is probably a function of fish size, so that measurements on larger fish are needed for

the present study. No measurements of excess pressure of larger, unanesthetized fish are available.

However, another means can be used to estimate the upper limits of surface tension in larger fishes. As

discussed in the text, Sand and Hawkins have attributed high experimental resonant frequencies to

swimbladder tension [33]. If this is true, then an upper limit of surface tension can be calculated by

assuming that the fish is a free bubble with surface tension and utilizing equation 1-12, neglecting viscosity,

and equation I-25 to account for spheriodal swimbladder shapes. Although this method does not

necessarily give accurate estimates of surface tension, it does produce values which can be used as upper

limits. These limits are useful because it is the possible range of surface tension that is required. Surface

tensions calculated from resonance measurements range from about 106 to 108 dyne/cm for swimbladder

radii from 1 to 2.5 cm [33,37].

The surface tension of an air bubble in water is 74 dyne/cm [50]. Hence, the range of surface tension for

small swimbladders (a» 0.1 cm) is chosen to be

102 dyne/cm S s 2 106 dyne/cm.

For larger swimbladders (a«5 cm) the range is chosen to be

102 dyne/cm - s ^ 10s dyne/cm.
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APPENDIX B

SIMPLIFIED EXPRESSION FOR (Bw/A)

Simplification of (Bw /A) as given in equation 111-16 is based on the ranges of physical properties and the

limits of the variables given in Chapter II.

The first step in the simplification of equation 111-16 is the simplification of the spherical Bessel,

Neumann, and Hankel functions in the S, 's. In the k, a terms:

sin(k, a)

JoO^a) = k
1a
a (B- 1

)

and

i 'fk *\ - cos
<
k^ a

)
sin(k

1a a)
Jo (kl *

a) k^ \^jtT (B-2)

Now, if

sin(k
1a
a) = sin[(1+i) xa]

, (B-3)

then

sin(k
1a
a) = sin(xa)cosh(xa) -

i sinh(xa)cos(xa) (B-4)

Similarly,

cos(k
1a
a) = cos(xa)cosh(xa) -

i sin(xa)sinh(xa) . (B-5)

An examination of the parameters involved shows that xa > 10, so that,

cosh(xa) » sinh(xa) x — . (
B "6 )

and

sin(k
1a
a) z. i cos(k

1a
a) . (B.7)

Thus,

io(k1aa)
= [ C°S(^ a) (B-8)

and
Ka

Jo'(ki a
a) = -j (k

1a
a) [i + ^-y

|

. (B-9)

One of the assumptions in the model is that the shell is small compared to the wavelength of the incident

compressional wave. This means that k2w b, k
2f
b, and k

2a
a are small. The definition of "small" will now be

determined by examining the expansions for spherical functions of small argument:

Jo(z) = (l --!+..), (B-10)

j
'(z) = -|-(l -fQ + ....), (B-11)

j
"(Z

) = -^(l-^ + ..-.).
„

(B " 12)

n.W- -4- (1 -| + ....>
(B " 13)

n '(z) =^(1 +-f
- .... ), (B-14)

n »(z)= -J, (1 + *-.-. .. ), (B . 15)
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WD-(i-4 + -)-rO-f + - )•
(B ' 16»

h.'(z)--f (i-^-.. )+"5(1+^---- )• <B' 17
>

VW-"T OH? -)-§('*- ) (B-18,

In order to limit errors in these functions to under ten percent, it must be assumed that

k2w
2 b 2 < 2 x 10-'

,

(B-19)

k
2f

2 b 2 < 2 x 10-' (B-20)

and

k
2a

2 a2 < 6 x 10' 1
.

(B-21)

This implies that in fish flesh and water

cob < 7 x 104 cm/sec (B-22)

and in air

coa < 2.4 x 104 cm/sec .
(B-23)

Then with these limitations and the acceptance of at most a ten percent error, equations B- 10 through B-18

can be written as:

(B-24)

(B-25)

(B-26)

(B-27)

(B-28)

(B-29)

(B-30)

(B-31)

(B-32)

It is necessary to keep both the largest real and largest imaginary term in the spherical Hankel function

expansions, regardless of their comparative magnitudes.

Equations B-24 through B-32 will now be utilized to simplify equations III-2 through 111-15. In addition,

equations II-59, II-60, II-68, and II-69, will be substituted for k,
a

, k2a , k
2f

, and k2w . These substitutions yield,

after neglecting any term which causes an error of less than ten percent, the following expressions for the

Si/s:

Sl1 = <£±_ - ic*
u

' (B-33)
11 3p0w c w

2 p0w a)b
2
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S--3^' (B "34)

Sl3 " (p^SBr)
(

1 ~~i^) ' (B-35)

3i = -
0)2b

3 Powcw2
' (B-36)

S21 = - 1 -f^
, (B-37)

S - 1 - -^°22 ~~
'

3p0f
c, 2 ' (B-38)

Ss3 " " (^b") [
1 + p^b^ + p^bi" ] (B-39)

a2 = 1 , (B-40)

a)2a
S32 = "3^^' (

B"41
)

533 = ("^-) (
1 "^^ ) (B-42

)

*-&z + « + H*5*)«'-H&S-

S42 " 1 " 3p^5 • (B-44)

&« - {-ua) I
+

p0(
2 C(2a2

+
p0f

coa2 J
' (B-45)

3p0ac a2a L p0a c a2o)a2 J \2p0acPa /

2s / c„
+ ,(Ya "' 1)

(po a
ca2cPa ) [

1 +
coa2 (2p0a

UK a ) ]
• (B-46)
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Substitution of equations B-33, B-36, B-37 and B-40 into 111-16 yields:

0)2 b

A r co2 b

_ (*2 *
) u

V3p0w cw2,/
W

r ifg _ lc* 1 u- fi-^lw
[ 3p0wcw

2 p0w o)b2j [ (ob J

(B-47)

or

where

and

"A
- (B-48)

/__a)2b__\
u _ w (B-49)

V 3p0w cw
2 )

z -(*)[( Kir) u-«] ,B-50)

The remainder of the simplification process for equation 111-16 will be conducted in several steps. In each

step, the order of magnitude of the various terms will be compared and terms which cause an error of less than

ten percent will be neglected. This procedure will be done in such a way that no term is neglected which could

become important due to a later subtraction. It should be mentioned that most of the terms which are

neglected result in errors of much less than ten percent and in those cases where the errors approach ten

percent, that error is approached only at the limiting values of the terms involved. In order that the

simplification process can be checked by the interested reader, the results of each step will be given, rather

than just the final result.

The next step is to simplify the terms in the parentheses in equations 111-17 and 111-18. The results are

s22s33 - s23s32 = (^_) - (ep^)( 11 +4^ ) (B-51
>

^23^42 ~~ ^22^43 =

(B-52)

S 13S32 - S 12S33 =
( 3Pof

2
Cf a2 ) (

1 ~W) ~
' (2p 0)

3 C|3a2 ) (
1 ~~W ) '

(B-53)

and
cob \ / co^2 b

S 12S43 S 13S42 - (3^-) + ( p0(
3 C(3a3 )

- (
Cl

^ +(—^—\ f11 +^- \
(B "54)

V Po( 0)b2 )
+
^6 Pof

2
Cf b2 )(" 33 )'

The next apparent step would be to simplify the expressions for U and W. This, however, can lead to errors

when the subtractions indicated for Y and Z are made. Hence, the next step is to simplify Y and (Y-Z). Before

writing the simplified expressions for Y and (Y-Z), several intermediate steps will be given in order to assist the

interested reader in checking the final expressions.
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Substitution of equations B-43, B-46, B-51, and B-52 into 111-17 yields:

U = -
(

C
' \ ( 1 - -J! \+ [

2SC^a- 1
) 1 / ""* v"

^ Po.wa^ V 3p0a ca
2a ) [ p0( p0aca2u)2a<] ^ 2p0acPa )

,

f
co^(Ya -1)Ka I r /2s_\ / cpa x » I / 4afv

+
L 6p 0f

2cfPoa ca2cpaa2 J L W ; V2p0a
coKa ; J v b3 ;

+ (p^a)
|
(~3~) (

1

"b")
+

( 9po,
2 c»2a ) (

1 " W)

+ <v- -
1) (^-)T -f) - [-W1 (-feW -5-)

,
riiff(y.-i) i / coKa yy 33 \

|

L3p0f
2
Cf2a2 JV2p0a cPa / V b3 / J

+
' ( 6p0f

2
Cfa2 ) (

1 " 3p0aca2a) (
1

1

+
"F")

-
i f

»(Y.-D 1 / a& V 2

/n + *2L\
L3po a

ca2p0f
2c

f
coa4j V 2p0a cPa ; V b3 ^

+ ir
c

' (Y-- 1)Ka
l [i + /Jg-w c

p a r 1

LPo a Ca
2
Po 1

cPa a2j L V«a2 / \2p0aWKj J

-(p^r)l(-^r)(\-^) + <v.->(^rrO-T)

r 2^(Y.-1)1 / o)Ka \ * / _as \

L p 0|
coa2 J V2p

0a cPa / V
1

b3 /

M 1

-^]fero-£) }

Substitution of equations B-43, B-46, B-53, and B-54 into 111-18 yields:

W = (
<**—\ (l-*L\ ( - ( 1

?s_ v r 2s(Ya-1) -| / CQKa v»

l,3p0f
2c

f
a2M b3 ; | V 3p0a ca2a ) L Po a

ca
2 coa2 J V 2p0acPa )

r 3a^Ka (Ya -i) l r /2s_\ / cPa v n

J
L 2p0aca2p0( cf

2cPa J L Vooa2 / V 2p0a
coKa / J )

. co v ( / oo2 b v / co
2
^
2 b \ / c

t
a v

+
( Po a

ca
2
) 1 V 9Po,c f )

+
\ 3p0f

3c
(
3a2 J

~~

V 3po f

b 2 /

r 0)b(Ya -1) -|/ 0)Ka y*

L 3p0f
c

f
a Ji2p0a cPa j

r (Q^b(Ya -1)
i

/ Q)Ka » _ r C,(Y.-1)
l

/ <*>Ka \
l/;

L Po,
3 c

(

3 a3 J \2p0acJ [ p 0f
cob2 J V2p0acpJ
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_r g(Y.-D l/ "*a v* / 11+
jb3_v

|

L 6p 0f
2c

f
b2 J I, 2p0a cpa ^ I

" 33 j j

+
' (3p0f

2c,a2 ) (
1 ""55")

I V2p0f
c

f
2 ) V

1 " 3p0a ca2a )

j-
35s(ya -1) -j / tOKa v»

+ *-- 1

'(s3te) [

1 + (£) (*&-)"
1 I

. / co v | / (ofra \ / 4b3\ rcob(Ya -1)
i

/ a)K a v Vz

+
APoaCa 2

) ( V18p0f
2c

f
b2 j I,

11 +
a3 j L 3Po,c(

a J V 2p0acpa j

r ^(Ya-1) I / <°Ka \* / 4b3 v
+

r g)^b(Ya-1) -| / <*** \»

1 6p0f
2
Cf b2 j V2 Poa cpa ; v as ; l p0f

3c,3 a3 jv 2 p0acpa ;

_rc(Y.-Di/ cgK^y*
i

(B .56)
L p0f

0)b2 JUp0a
c
Pa ^ )

Substitution of equstions B-55 snd B-56 into B-49 yields:

(p°ac^Y = "UpJvpU ) (
1 " 3p^cTa)

+
( 9p0wcw2 ) (

1
_
t)

/ p0a ca2g)b x / _ 2s x / _tfu _ /_o^b_\ / oc,a \

V3p0f
2cfaO v 3 Poaca23; v bs; V9 Pofcj v spo,^;

/ 11^2
a)

3 b x / as v / ^
2
o)

3 b \ r c,(Ya -1) -i / o)Ka \

V27p0w Cw
2
Poi2C (

32 ; ^ b3 j UpOf^W L p0f
b2 JUPo a

C
pa /

r 2C,Sb(Ya
— 1) I / C0Ka

v* r CQ2C,b(Ya
- 1) l / MK a

x* ^ _3_v

L 3p0wcw2p 0(
a4 J V 2p0acPa ) [ 3p0wcw2a J ^ 2p0a cPa ) \ b )

[- 2sb(Ya -1)i / o)Ka v* / a3 \ r u*b(\a -l)y cdk, \

L3p0)2c,a^ J\.2p0acPa>/ V " bs j |.3p ,c,a JUpoa
c
Pa /

+ f
CQ3^K a b(Ya -1) 1 r /_2S_X / Cpa \*1

(U + ±E.)
[l8p0wcw2p0(

2 C( cPa32j L V^a2 / V 2p0a
o)K a / J V b3 ;
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r 2fo,c,(Y, - 1) ] / uk, X * A llcoj \

L (^p^p^b2
J V 2p0a

cPa ^ V 6P0.C,
2

^

V Sp^b2 ^ L V Po,(o
2a2 ^ V 3p0a

ca
2a; J

V gpowPo,
2^2^ ^

+
L (oPowab

2 J v2p0a
c
Pa ) V Potco

2a3
j

r 2^cq(y,-1) 1 / coKa \
,/2

/
1

11(05 \-
' L ^Po.p^b2

J 1-2*5; ; (

1

ep^rj (b-6d

Then a comparison of all terms in equation B-61 yields:

/ Po,P0a Ca
2 \ = _ / 2EJCW \ rCw P ,(Ya-1) -| / COK a ^'/ _Jf\

V c, / l.3a)p0wa
2 b2 / L o)p0wab

2 JV2p
0acPa / V Po f

w2 a3/

VSpowb2
^ L V Po f

w2 a2 M 3p0a
ca

2a / J

i

/ 11 ^°w \ , |
r Cw Po,(Ya-1) -| / <dKa v* / 2S >

v.9p
0wp0f

c
f

2a2 b2
J
+

L oop0wab
2

J l2p0a
c
Pa ) { p0f

0)2 a3 )
" (B-62)

Examination of equations B-60 and B-62 shows that all the viscothermal terms are negligible.

Subtraction of equation B-62 from B-60 and a subsequent comparison of terms yields:

(*&Si) (v - z) - <~.) {
1 + (^-)

r 3Po,cw(Ya-1)-| / toxa v * / 2s \ |

L p0w u)2a2 Jl2p0acpJ V Po f
w2a3

/ j

Equation 111-32 indicates that I Bw I

2 is required to determine o. This implies, from equation B-48, that I Y I

2

is required. If

Y = Y
r
+ iYi

,
(B-64)

then

|Y| 2 = Y
r

2 + X 2
,

(
B "65 )

where Yr
and Y, are the real and imaginary parts of Y, respectively. Thus, in light of equation B-65, it is possible

to simplify equation B-60 by comparing magnitudes of real and imaginary terms. This comparison yields:

(
^i)Y= (^L)[ 1+A + lx ], (B.66)
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where

and

=
/(Q^b3

\ / 11Po,c,V_ A (B-67)

Vp0f
2
Cf

4a3/ V9p0wcw
2 ;

A
V3p 0f

c
f
2a3/ Llp0wcw

2 7 VPo w cw 2 4M bs/ J

This set of equations does not give Y,, and therefore Bw , to the desired accuracy of ten percent, but it is

sufficiently accurate in the final answer for I Bw I

2
.

Thus, the simplification process of equation 111-16 yields:

[ 3p ,cw(Ya-1)
]
/ tOKa \'

/2
/ 2s \

L p0w co2a2 Jv2p0a cPa / V p 0f
o)2a3 ^

' '(p^L ) [ (po
P&) (

1
_
3p^c7a)"

1 "(
3 p0f2

c
f
2a2 )] I

' (B-69)

where A and A. are given by equations B-67 and B-68.
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